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Lithuania is a mono-ethnic, Catholic country. Despite periods of Russian occupation over the past 200 years, the majority of the population – over 80 per cent – is Lithuanian Catholic. The Orthodox faith has deep roots in the history of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania; however, after the 1596 Union of Brest it yielded to the pressure of the state authorities, which promoted the Uniate Church, and it declined in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The fiercest struggle between the Orthodox and Uniate churches then occurred in the Slavic lands of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, in particular along the short eastern border of the region and in Vilnius, while in the rest of the country, in the depths of Lithuania, there were hardly any Orthodox communities.

Despite its relatively small spread in ethnic Lithuanian lands, Orthodoxy played an important role in the nineteenth century when the modern Lithuanian nation, seeking statehood, was being formed. The status of state religion, which Orthodoxy had during the tsarist period, forced Lithuanian Catholics to perceive their identity in a sensitive manner separate from the religion promoted by occupying authorities.

**Lithuania’s Orthodox diocese**

The Orthodox Church in Lithuania was linked to the national rebirth ideology in the second half of the nineteenth century. In the eyes of the predominantly Catholic population, Orthodoxy was one of the most important instruments of Russification carried out by the tsarist authorities. The position of the Orthodox faith was strengthened by drastic measures which took place after the uprisings of 1831 and 1863 when the tsarist authorities issued a number of decrees discriminating against the Catholic Church. They settled Russian and Belarusian colonists in Catholic villages, and founded Orthodox churches, often providing them with the properties of closed Catholic monasteries and churches. Orthodoxy acquired the image of a ‘Russian’, thus foreign, aggressive faith, and did not cross ethnic boundaries. It remained mainly the religion of the country’s Russian-speaking ethnic population.
As a result of ethnic hostilities, the heritage of the Russian Empire in Lithuania did not last long, and, after 1917, many Russian emigrants fled to the countries of Western and Central Eastern Europe rather than remain in the country. After the re-establishment of an independent Lithuanian state in 1918, Orthodox parishes lost almost all of the properties that the tsarist authorities had entrusted to them, although this loss was not paralleled by restrictions on the Church’s religious, social or cultural activities. The number of Orthodox faithful remained small and did not pose a threat to Lithuanian Catholic identity. Political leaders saw no reason to pursue a separation of the Lithuanian Orthodox diocese from the Moscow Patriarchate, or to interfere in church life, such as removing the old calendar.

The Orthodox diocese took a new turn after the Soviet occupation of Lithuania. Between 1944 and 1990, Lithuania was part of the Soviet atheist state. In the first years of this period (1944–8), the Orthodox Church in Lithuania seemed to benefit from the support of the new regime. A spiritual seminary was founded, the Orthodox churches damaged by the war were rebuilt and repaired, relics of saints were returned from Moscow for adoration by believers and priests were appointed to those communities which numbered between forty and ninety parishioners. These actions aimed to strengthen the Orthodox position in the country, enabling church leaders to carry out tasks assigned by the Soviet authorities.

The backing of the Soviet authorities discredited the Orthodox Church. Soviet support for the Orthodox communities was not welcomed by the local Lithuanian SSR authorities, which in many cases opposed privileges for the Orthodox diocese. Two Orthodox monasteries were permitted in Vilnius, while Catholic monasteries were closed throughout the country with continuous discrimination against the scattered monks and nuns.

In autumn 1948, the Lithuanian SSR authorities succeeded in persuading the central USSR government to give up its preferential support for the Orthodox Church. Although in the following years the Orthodox Church was not officially promoted, the strengthening of its structure in post-war years (rather than its radical weakening as occurred for all other confessions) helped it to survive under the harsh religious conditions of the Soviet regime. The Orthodox diocese was not entirely spared religious pressure, and between 1944 and 1990 the Soviet authorities closed nineteen Orthodox churches and houses of prayer; however, four of them were small parishes while the others were without a permanent priest. In addition, the Vilnius convent for nuns was liquidated in 1960 and its possessions were transferred to the monastery in the city which continued its activities.

Orthodox communities were impoverished by the loss of church land and forced to pay high taxes on their properties and income. Furthermore, advancing secularisation and urban migration mercilessly affected most of them. With the loss of believers and priests the map of the diocese’s parishes began to change: one after another churches became without clergy, most of whom, except in Vilnius, were in charge of between two and six churches. The
Orthodox faithful continued to be present in the main Lithuanian cities and, particularly, near the Kaliningrad oblast, because during the Soviet period the region did not have a single active Orthodox church and believers would travel to Lithuanian border towns, such as Tauragė and Kybartai.6

**Lithuanian Orthodoxy and political changes 1989–1990**

The most favourable period for the Orthodox Church in Lithuania was during the *perestroika* of Mikhail Gorbachev at the end of the 1980s when even Soviet Army officers and teachers became interested in their cultural roots, more people were baptised and received the sacraments and Orthodox churches began to be filled with people. However, political emancipation and efforts to restore an independent state raised more negative than positive emotions among the local Russians, who did not view favourably the new state borders appearing in 1990, dividing them from family members who remained in Russia.

The rebirth of the Lithuanian state in 1990 came at the same time as the appointment by the Moscow Patriarchate of a new hierarch for the Lithuanian diocese to Vilnius Cathedral, namely Archbishop Chrysostom (Georgij Martishkin), who publicly supported state independence. Upon his arrival he encountered strong KGB pressure to support the local communists and the pro-Soviet local Russian political organisation *Edinство* [Unity], even to the extent that a warning shot was fired at the windows of his residence. At the end of 1990 he was elected a member of Lithuania’s *Sąjūdis* [Reform Movement of Lithuania] Council. He did not hesitate to condemn the crimes of the Soviet regime and the direct intervention of the Soviet Army in January 1991, when, in an attack on the Vilnius television tower, fourteen people were killed.

The stance of Archbishop Chrysostom led to complaints directed to the Moscow Patriarchate which entailed his resignation from in the *Sąjūdis* Council.7 During the following years, the Archbishop continued to face criticism from supporters of the previous Soviet system and was even attacked during the liturgy.

Despite opposition from local Orthodox believers, Archbishop Chrysostom played a positive role in shaping the political sentiments of ethnic Russians in the transitional post-Soviet period. With his unambiguous political line he earned the sympathy of Lithuanian society and neutralised political passions. The Archbishop admitted that out of the twenty-eight clergy of his diocese, only two (Monk Hilarion (Alfeyev) in Kaunas and Archimandrit Antonij (Buravcov) in Klaipėda) expressed support for Lithuania’s independence. In his own words, ‘The others ... were silent.’8 This silence was marked by opposition to him, although he, nevertheless, succeeded in convincing the diocese’s clergy to remain neutral, and not to join the political opposition hostile to independence. A number of clergy left Lithuania (such as the leader of the Vilnius Holy Spirit Monastery, Adrian Uljanov). A neutral position
remained constant over the following years, as the Orthodox clergy refrained from participating in the political life of the state and from being involved in the numerous Russian social and political organisations in the country.9

Archbishop Chrysostom has claimed that the Orthodox diocese of Lithuania is fully independent. According to church law, the Moscow Patriarch is entitled to change its leader, although he is unable to interfere in internal Lithuanian matters and may only make recommendations.10 Close contact with the Moscow Patriarchate was evident in July 1997 when Patriarch Aleksii II of Moscow and All Russia paid the first official visit of a Russian Patriarch to Lithuania. Furthermore, in 2000, Chrysostom was raised to the rank of metropolitan by the Moscow Patriarchate.

Independent Lithuania positioned Russian Orthodox believers in the midst of social, religious and political changes, such as the radically altered juridical status of the Orthodox diocese, new church–state relations and the encouragement given to religious, social and cultural activities. All ethnic minorities were given the right to become citizens, with the majority of ethnic Russians accepting Lithuanian citizenship.

Article 43 of the Constitution states that ‘there is no state religion in Lithuania’ and guarantees that churches and religious organisations have the right to manage their own affairs according to their canons and statutes; to proclaim freely the teachings of their faith; to conduct ceremonies; to have houses of prayer, charity offices and schools for the training of clergy.11 Current legislation assigns a different status to Christian churches, dividing them into three, namely ‘traditional’, ‘state recognised’ and only ‘registered’. The Orthodox Church along with the Catholic Church and seven other religious minorities are considered ‘traditional’ religions, i.e. with a recognised contribution to the historical, spiritual and social heritage of Lithuania. ‘Traditional’ religions enjoy a number of privileges, such as the ability to register marriages, regular financial support from the state determined according to the number of believers, the possibility of teaching religion in state schools, tax exemptions and the employment of clergy chaplains in the Army.12 The Orthodox diocese receives annual financial support from the state, although this has seen a decrease in recent years (86,700 litas,13 around €25,000 in 2012).

In the 1990s the churches which were closed during the Soviet period and nationalised properties were returned to the Orthodox diocese. In particular, the restitution of properties has been an important financial resource for the small diocese, as many buildings are in the old town of Vilnius and their rental fees comprise primary revenues. This stable income into the diocese treasury enabled Archbishop Chrysostom to undertake economic reforms, most significantly releasing the parish clergy from payments to headquarters. This decision was a significant incentive for the less populous and rather poor parishes, although, at the same time, the Archbishop seemed to encourage the clergy to administer their parishes more independently and not to expect automatic financial support.14
The issue of lustration, the first wave of which rolled through Lithuania between 1988 and 1992, did not affect the Orthodox diocese of Lithuania, as most public attention focused on the Catholic clergy. In 1991 Archbishop Chrysostom publicly admitted that he had contact with the KGB. The following year, during the Assembly of the Russian Orthodox Church in Moscow he agreed with the proposal to establish a special commission in charge of disclosing contact between security agents and Orthodox clergy, especially hierarchs. However, the commission did not produce any results. Archbishop Chrysostom remains the only member of the Russian Orthodox Church hierarchy to have admitted his cooperation with the state security system, pointing out in one of his interviews that 'I maintained contact with the KGB, but I was not a sneak.' He stated that he had no alternative and had to behave according to the rules of the political regime. These ties allowed him to behave more bravely and to defend the rights of the Church effectively.

Despite Archbishop Chrysostom's admission of cooperation with the KGB, he did not start a lustration process in his own Orthodox diocese. Such efforts would have brought him into conflict with the lower clergy, with whom he was in tense relations at the beginning of his appointment, as revealed in an 1994 interview when he stated that 'I practically do not have any contact with my brother clergy.'

Over the coming years, a new generation of clergy began to alleviate the tension between the Archbishop and the most clergy. As the Orthodox Diocese of Lithuania does not have a spiritual seminary, most clergy come from other Russian dioceses and between 1990 and 2005 Archbishop Chrysostom ordained as many as twenty-eight deacons and priests. Most clergy have completed their theological studies at the Zhirovichy, Minsk, Moscow or St Petersburg seminaries. Even during the Soviet period a relatively large percentage of Orthodox clergy working in Lithuania completed a higher theological education (while the USSR average of clergy with higher theological education was around 50 per cent, between 1966 and 1985 the diocese of Lithuania boasted around 72 per cent).

**Religious life**

In the post-Soviet period Orthodox parishes in Lithuania decreased significantly in size because many Russian inhabitants left the country to live abroad. According to national statistics, Russians are, in general, less religious than the other inhabitants of Lithuania. In the last two decades, Lithuanian society has shown clear signs of becoming increasingly secular. According to official data, each Lithuanian Orthodox parish has around 2,400 believers, although this figure remains disputed; at the same time, only the Orthodox churches in the large cities have a high number of worshippers. In recent years the parishes of villages and small cities have decreased dramatically, to the extent that in almost half of the diocese, churches do not hold regular services. In 2011, the liturgy was officiated frequently in only
twenty-seven of the fifty-three registered parishes; in six parishes the liturgy was officiated only once or twice per month, in fifteen parishes once or several times during the year; while five churches have stopped officiating the liturgy altogether.21 Even though after 1990 the Orthodox Church regained all of its churches which were closed by the Soviet authorities, the hope of a religious rebirth has not been fulfilled. The small number of believers in villages and other smaller cities, many of whom are of an older age, are unable to financially support their church, let alone a priest.

On the other hand, between 1990 and 2011, new Orthodox churches were built in those cities which had a stable Russian community and where the Soviet authorities had refused to allow churches. During this period, around eight Orthodox churches and houses of prayer were opened.22 Their construction was carried out with the support of the local community, businesses and volunteer donations.

Religious education has been a major area of concern for the Church leadership. In Lithuania, classes on the Orthodox faith are conducted in forty-four Russian secondary schools.23 Teachers of religion are prepared through two-year courses organised by the Church in cooperation with the St Tikhon Orthodox Theological Institute in Moscow. Moreover, Orthodox parishes organise Sunday schools intended not only for children, but also for adults. In addition, the Holy Spirit Monastery in Vilnius has a number of courses on the Holy Scriptures. The church leadership has also tried to renew the life of smaller parishes, organising summer camps and visits of children and secondary school pupils to churches in Vilnius, Kaunas and other cities.

Since 23 January 2005, the Sunday Orthodox liturgy has been frequently given in the Lithuanian language in one of the churches in Vilnius. This has proved to be an important event in the history of the Orthodox diocese. During the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, this decision would have been perceived in only one way, namely as an attempt of the occupying political authorities to impose their religion. The John Chrysostom Liturgy was translated into Lithuanian in 1887;24 however, it did not spread because there were no Lithuanian-speaking Orthodox clergy. In 1946, the political authorities tried to implement the new liturgy, but it was not accepted by the local community. The 2005 decision shows the efforts of the Orthodox Church not to remain only associated with the Russian-speaking population but also to appeal to the younger generation, which speaks Lithuanian. This move has been supported by changes in education, namely, in the early 1990s there were thirty-three Russian secondary schools in Vilnius while in 2011 there are only thirteen; in Kaunas the numbers dropped from four schools to one. It is difficult to ascertain whether demographic identity is changing – the Orthodox faith ‘becoming Lithuanian’ – helping the Church to address successfully societal challenges. Between 2005 and 2011, the numbers show that the Lithuanian liturgy was attended by a regular small community of around thirty believers.25
The Orthodox Church in Lithuania

The Orthodox Church does not have its own theological publications. Information about the diocese’s life is published on the internet. After Archbishop Inokentij (Vasiljev) took over the diocese at the beginning of 2011, texts also began to be issued in Lithuanian. A number of parishes – in Vilnius, Visaginas, Kaunas, Palanga – have websites in which local news is interspersed with historical facts.

The lack of an official church press has been counteracted by the Orthodox Brotherhood in Vilnius, an active organisation established in 1995 providing aid to parishes, organising religious education and cultural events, and, between 2005 and 2011, publishing a monthly newspaper Vstrecha [Getting Together]. In addition, another significant religious organisation active in Vilnius is Lithuania’s Orthodox Education Society Zhivoi kolos [Live Ear], which promotes cultural projects in cooperation with the Church and religious bodies in Russia and Belarus.

Orthodox monasteries

In Lithuania there are two active Orthodox monasteries, both in Vilnius: the Holy Spirit, a monastery established around 1597 and with only a male population, and St Mary Magdalene, established in 1865 for nuns. Both monasteries are rather small and are often visited by pilgrims from Belarus, Russia, Ukraine and Poland.

The Holy Spirit Monastery had a significant role during the Soviet period, when a limited number of monasteries existed in the USSR. Vilnius was seen as a centre of religious importance and the Holy Spirit Monastery was especially significant, as in 1946 the relics were brought there of Sts Ivan, Antony and Eustachius. Many people from the USSR, even from remote corners of the country, travelled to the monastery. The monastery was also important because after a six-month training programme a significant number of people were ordained and would later graduate from spiritual seminaries. The monastery received financial support from Orthodox communities throughout the Soviet Union, an income which was essential for the survival of Lithuania’s Orthodox diocese after 1962, when the Soviet authorities categorically forbade the Moscow Patriarchate from financing Lithuanian parishes. However, the monastery suffered a significant blow after 1990, when the stream of financial support from the Soviet Union decreased, and in 2011, the monastery had only nine monks. Nevertheless, the Holy Spirit Monastery remains a significant site, as the diocese’s Chancellery and the residence of the archbishop are located there. Since 1993, the monastery’s library has made public its wealth of spiritual and historical literature, while a youth hostel welcomes students studying in Vilnius.

The St Mary Magdalene Convent was officially closed in 1960 and its population was transferred to one of the buildings of the Holy Spirit Monastery. The monastery was widely recognised as a revered centre of spirituality and seven nuns were later appointed as heads of other convents in other republics.
of the USSR. The monastery was restored in 1989. In 2011 it had eleven nuns, a drop from twenty-eight in 1960 and seventeen in 1990.29

In addition to the two monasteries in Vilnius, the Orthodox Church has an Orthodox monastery in Mikniškės, around 30 km from the capital. This monastery represents a unique religious phenomenon of Orthodox expression in Lithuania. In the early 1920s Fr Pontii Rupishev established a small community, with members drawn from farms who wished to preserve celibacy, attend a daily liturgy and observe the other sacraments. After the Second World War the Soviet authorities tried several times to liquidate the community; however, it succeeded only in halting the admission of new members. In 2011, it remains active, officially registered as a ‘Christian Agricultural Community’ and supported by pilgrims from Russia, Belarus and other countries.30 In 1997, the community comprised around sixty people; this figure also has to take into account that for the last twenty years there have been no new members.31

Ecumenical dialogue

Religious minorities in Lithuania have lived quite isolated from one another. In 1928, representatives of the Orthodox, Evangelical Lutheran, Reformist and Methodist churches held the first solemn ecumenical service in the history of Lithuanian churches. However, the gathering did not have a long-term impact. Metropolitan Eleveriy (Bogoyavlenski), who led the Orthodox Church, refrained from other ecumenical activities in the interwar period because of his close ties with Moscow. The Soviet regime encouraged a presence in the ecumenical movement only in the 1960s and until the 1980s contact with other Lithuanian churches increased, mainly in the form of exchange visits and church leaders attending other bodies’ religious services.

Since 1990, the Orthodox Diocese of Lithuania has been an active promoter of relations with Lithuania’s Catholic and Evangelical churches. Although Archbishop Chrysostom was present at many ecumenical conferences, some of which were more important than others, such as in 1992, when eight Christian churches decided to establish the Lithuania Bible Society, his presence was mainly polite and pragmatic. Archbishop Inokentij (Vasiliev) has developed the ecumenical dialogue, and from the first year of his leadership met with the leaders of Lithuania’s Catholic Church and attended a number of Catholic ceremonies. In his first interviews he spoke in favour of active cooperation between churches in defending the spiritual values of all Christians.

After 1990, relations between the Lithuanian Orthodox diocese and the re-established Greek Catholic Church became tense, particularly around the 1991 restitution of the Holy Trinity Church in Vilnius Old Town, which was located close to Orthodox headquarters. The restitution, which took place with the support of the political authorities, dissatisfied the Orthodox diocese. The Greek Catholic faithful celebrate the liturgy in Ukrainian and its numbers are relatively small, with the 2001 census indicating only 364 believers
Tensions between the Orthodox and Greek Catholics have remained constant over the last two decades, as evident in the decision of an Orthodox priest in Kaunas to enter the Greek Catholic Church in 1995; however, his congregation was very small, with only five members. A reconciliatory approach became more evident in 2003, when Archbishop Chrysostom declared in an interview: ‘In my opinion Greek Catholics are Christians, brothers of our blood. Slavs. What will happen if we Slavs split up?’

Conclusion

The 1989–90 political events which led to the re-establishment of an independent Lithuania were a veritable challenge for the country’s Orthodox diocese. The diocese represented the small Russian-speaking religious minority, with around 4 per cent of the population identifying itself with Orthodoxy. Archbishop Chrysostom had strongly and unambiguously supported the goals of Lithuania’s statehood and distanced himself from pro-Soviet sentiments dominating the diocese and the Russian community.

The adaptation of the Orthodox to independence was without doubt eased by the radically changed legal status of the Church and by religious, social and cultural opportunities. The Orthodox diocese received its previously expropriated property back from the Soviet authorities, while the state also ensured that the Church enjoyed tax benefits and financial support.

However, favourable contemporary religious conditions in Lithuania are at odds with a significant decrease in the number of believers. The diocese’s leadership had begun to look for solutions which could even affect the identity of the Church: the diocese is attempting to ‘become more Lithuanian’. Since 2005 for the first time in the history of the diocese, in one of the Orthodox churches in Vilnius the services have been in the Lithuanian language, while Lithuanian texts have been published in the Orthodox press. Although the Lithuanian Orthodox diocese has close ties with the Moscow Patriarchate, the church leadership claims to be fully independent. However, there has been no discussion about the issuing of an autocephalous status from Moscow, mainly because the Lithuanian Orthodox diocese is too small and the faithful has no experience of separation from the jurisdiction of the Russian Orthodox Church. Such a discussion would split the Orthodox community and raise tension between Lithuania and Russia.

Appendix

1 Religious leaders

- Metropolitan Chrysostom (Georgij Martishkin) (1934–), in office 1990–2010
- Archbishop Inokentij (Valerii Fedorovicz Vasiljev) (1947–), in office 2010–.
2 Biography

Title: Archbishop of Vilnius and Lithuania.

Archbishop Inokentij (Valerii Fedorovicz Vasiljev) was born in the city of Staraya Russa in the Novgorod district on 7 October 1947. In 1975 he graduated from the Moscow State International Relations Institute and in May 1981 was ordained deacon. Between 1982 and 1985 he worked in the chancellery of the Kursk diocese and later in Orthodox churches in Irkutsk, Chabarovsk, and Chita. In 1989 he graduated from the Moscow Spiritual Seminary as a part-time student. On 15 January 1992 he took monastic vows and on 26 January was ordained Bishop of Chabarovsk and Blagoveshchensk. In 1995 he was appointed Bishop of Dmitrov, Vicar of the diocese of Moscow, and Deputy Chairman of the Moscow Patriarchate’s Foreign Church Relations Section. In 1996 he was appointed Bishop of Chita and Trans-Baikal, and in 1999 Bishop of Corsun in France (the Russian Orthodox Church parishes of Italy, Switzerland, Spain and Portugal belong to the Corsun diocese). On 25 February 2002 he was elevated to Archbishop and between 2006 and 2007 he also temporarily headed the Surozh diocese in Great Britain and Ireland. On 24 December 2010 the Holy Synod of the Russian Orthodox Church appointed him Archbishop of Vilnius and Lithuania.

3 Theological publications

No theological publications.

4 Congregations

Structure of the Church: one diocese, 3 deaneries, 53 registered parishes, but services only regularly take place in 27 parishes.

Number of clergy and church buildings: 47 clergy and 6 deacons. Holy Spirit Monastery, Vilnius has 9 monks while St Mary Magdalene Convent, Vilnius has 11 nuns. The diocese has 49 Orthodox churches and 4 houses of prayer.

5 Population

In 2011 84.2 per cent of the Lithuanian population considered themselves as Roman Catholics, 4.1 per cent Orthodox (125,189 people). The census also revealed that 88.6 per cent Poles, 82.9 per cent Lithuanians and 11.9 per cent Russians are members of the Roman Catholic Church; 51.5 per cent of Russians are members of the Orthodox community; and 11.8 per cent of Russians are members of the Old Believers community.35

Notes

1 Although Lithuania was part of the Russian Empire from 1795 to 1914 and of the USSR from 1944 to 1990, the size of the ethnic Russian population remained
small. According to the 1923 census almost 84 per cent of the population of the Republic was Lithuanian (1.7 million) while Russians numbered around 2.5 per cent (about 50,000) with around 23,000 people considering themselves Orthodox. Almost 80 per cent of Lithuania’s Orthodox were Russians (18,020 people), 8 per cent Lithuanians (1,747 people) and 7 per cent Belarusians (1,625 people):
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